MODEL 600 SERIES
Automatic Pressure Sensitive Labeling Systems

- Cost effective automatic systems with consistent and high label registration.
- Easy to set up, use, and maintain.

Options Available
- Wide label web width kits
- Photoelectric label sensor
- Photoelectric product sensor
- Accumulator
- Descramblers
- Hot Stamp Imprinter
- Synchronous controller
- Product spacers
- Spare parts kit

MODEL 620
Round Product Labeling System
- Full or Partial wraparound labeling of round products.
- One sided labeling of square or rectangular based products.

MODEL 640
Two Sided & Round Product Labeling System
- Front and back labeling of square or rectangular based products.
- Full or partial wraparound labeling of products.

MODEL 660
Two Sided Labeling System
- Front and back labeling of square or rectangular based products.

MODEL 680
Two Sided Labeling System
- Front and back labeling of square or rectangular based products.